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Chapter 3

Coalgebraic Modal Logics

The jungle of modal logics is dense and vast. Nowadays, modalities appear in
innumerable shapes and backgrounds; a general framework covering all incarnations
of modalities does not strike us in the face. In the quest for such general framework,
the first issue rises when we try to formalise the concept of “modality”. One thing
that seems essential to several modalities is a notion of successor state; as we have
mentioned, the notion of successor can be formalised using coalgebras. With this
perspective we can then intuitively say:

A modality transforms properties of states into properties of successors.

In this chapter, and this thesis in general, we present a general mathematical
framework for modalities that fall under the scope of the intuition above. An
important insight from this perspective is that it suggests that the concept of
modality should be independent of any particular coalgebra and only rely on the
functor T , i.e. modalities should only rely on the type of successor. In fact all
modalities in Section 1.2 display this format. In Table 3.1 bellow the most right
column presents some of these the modalities using a component independent of
any coalgebra and only dependent on the functor T .

We will use this observation to define a general framework for modal logics.
This will lead us to the concept of concrete modality which is a formalisation of
the intuition above. One gain of this is that an algebraic semantics for modalities
will rise naturally.

Novel to this chapter is the presentation. In this chapter we try to find a balance
between categorical abstraction and concrete presentation. Since coalgebras are
more naturally presented in the categorical language, the chapter is more inclined
to the categorical perspective.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Firstly (Section 3.1), we introduce
modal similarity types in the tradition of universal algebra using predicate liftings.
We develop in detail how from this we can arrive to the functorial framework
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38 Chapter 3. Coalgebraic Modal Logics

Functor Modality Semantics Decomposition

Pow !
!
x $ X | !(x) ( [["]]!

"
!!1

!
U $ Pow(X) | U ( [["]]!

"

Pow "
!
x $ X | !(x) ) [["]]! %= *

"
!!1

!
U $ Pow(X) | U ) [["]]! %= *

"

BN "n

!
x $ X | n 6

%
y"[["]]!

!(x)(y)
"

!!1
!
# $ BN(X) | n 6

%
y"[["]]!

#(y)
"

D "p
!
x $ X |

%
y"[["]]!

!(x)(y) 6 p
"

!!1
!
# $ D(X) |

%
y"[["]]!

#(y) 6 p
"

PowL [a]
!
x $ X | !(x)(a) ( [["]]!

"
!!1

!
# $ Pow(X)L | #(a) ( [["]]!

"

Table 3.1: Some concrete modalities and their semantics

in Diagram (1.3) as a generalisation of boolean algebras with operators. We
deliberately do not use Stone duality to introduce modal logics because we want
to stress that the duality is not essential to define modal logics and compare
them; the latter is the main topic in Part I of this manuscript. In Section 3.2
we introduce the abstract functorial framework formally. In Section 3.2.1 we
show how the usual modal algebras fit into this framework. In Section 3.2.2 we
introduce the notion of coalgebraic modal logic based on a category of power sets
algebras (Definition 3.2.12). This category might not be that of Boolean algebras.
Using this, we present modal logics which are not based in classical logic.

We finish the chapter with Section 3.3 where we introduce two generic modal
logics for coalgebras. The first one is the Moss Logic (Section 3.3.1) and the
second one is a the logic of all predicate liftings (Section 3.3.2).

3.1 Concrete Modalities

As mentioned, for us, a modality transforms properties of states, in a coalgebra,
into properties of their successors. This can be restated as follows: given a
coalgebra ! : X "# T (X) a modality transforms subsets of X into subsets of
T (X); the issue is to describe this without using the coalgebra !. Pattinson [88]
formalised this intuition with the notion of predicate lifting, a concept that we
now define.

Definition 3.1.1 ([88]). Given a functor T : Set "# Set, an n-ary predicate
lifting, for T , is a natural transformation 0 : Pn "# PT .

Given a predicate lifting 0, we write !' for the associated modality . We refer
to modalities given by predicate liftings as concrete modalities .

It is important to notice that the previous definition of concrete modality only
depends on the type of transition, i.e. the functor T . In other words it really
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captures the idea that a modality is independent of any particular coalgebra.
The use of natural transformations accounts for the intuition that states are
transformed into successors always in a uniform maner.

The next remark addresses some technicalities in the previous definition.

Remark 3.1.2. For us the contravariant power set functor has domain and
codomain as follows P : Setop "# Set. This means that technically speaking in the
previous definition a predicate lifting should be defined as a natural transformation
Pn "# PT op, where T op : Setop "# Setop is the dual of the functor T . To simplify
our notation we avoid the use of the exponent op here.

Another issue in the previous definition is that we implicitly assume predicate
liftings to have only finite arity. This gives a smooth correspondence with standard
Universal Algebra. However, this condition can be avoided, i.e. we can consider
predicate liftings of possibly infinite arity. When relevant, we will mention this
explicitly.

Before proceeding to discuss modal signatures and the semantics of predicate
liftings we illustrate the concept with examples.

Example 3.1.3. In the following examples the semantics on a coalgebra ! : X
"# T (X) will be given by post-composing with !#1.

1. Let T = KC be a constant functor with value C. Any subset P of C defines
a predicate lifting 0P : P "# PKC ; it is has constant value P .

2. The previous example can be modified to provide propositional information.
For this we consider the functor P(Q) & T , where Q is a fixed set of
propositional letters. The semantics of the proposition letter q $ Q is
given by the predicate liftings 0q

X(#) = {(U, t) $ P(Q)& T (X) | q $ U},
and 0¬q

X (#) = {(U, t) $ P(Q)& T (X) | q /$ U}.

3. Let T be the covariant power set functor. The existential modality " can
be presented using an homonymous predicate lifting " : P "# PPow which
maps a set # ( X to "X(#) = {* ( X |#)* %= *}. Similarly, the universal
modality ! can be presented as a predicate lifting which transforms a set
# ( X into !X(#) = {* ( X | * ( #}.

4. Consider the neighborhood functor, i.e. PPop. The standard modalities,
used in Non-Normal Modal logic, can be seen as predicate liftings. For
example, the universal modality transforms a set # ( X into the set
!X(#) = {N $ PPop(X) | # $ N}.

5. Consider the multiset functor BN and let k be a natural number. The graded
modality "k can be seen as a predicate lifting for this functor; a set # ( X
is mapped to ("k)X(#) = {B : X "# N |

%
x!"B(x) < k}. In this case

x $! "k# holds i! x has at least k many successors satisfying #.
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6. Let T be the finite distribution functor. The modality "p# specifies a
probability of at least p for the sum of transitions to a successor satisfying #.
This can be described by the predicate lifting : "p : PX "# PD(X) mapping
# ( X to ("p)X(#) = {d $ D(X) | µd(#) < p}, where µd(#) =

%
x!" d(x),

i.e. µ is the measure associated with d. Similarly, the predicate lifting !p =
¬"p¬ maps a set # ( X to the set (!p)X(#) = {d $ D(X) | µd(#) > 1" p}.
Another common modality in probability logic is given by "p = "1#p¬;
this modality corresponds to the predicate lifting which maps a set # ( X
to ("p)X(#) = {d $ D(X) | µd(#) 6 p}. These modalities give the usual
language from [49].

We can now introduce modal signatures.

Modal Signatures

We identify modal signatures, or modal similarity types [20], with sets of predicate
liftings.

Definition 3.1.4. Given a set of predicate liftings $, for a functor T : Set "# Set,
the modal signature, or modal similarity type, associated with $ is given by
%# = {!' | 0 $ $}, where the arity of !' is that of 0.

To obtain a usual modal language [20] associated with a set of predicate liftings
we add the boolean connectives.

Definition 3.1.5 ([88]). Let $ be a set of predicate liftings, for a functor T , let %#

be the modal signature associated with $, and let %BA be the the boolean signature
{1,;,¬,.,0,"#}. The (boolean) modal language, written L#, associated with
$ is defined by the grammar

# := ; | 1 | ¬# | #1=#2 | !'(#1, . . .#ar('))

where = is one of the connectives .,0,"#; 0 ranges over the elements of $, and
ar(0) denotes the arity of 0.

The semantics of formulas is defined in the usual inductive manner; the modal
clause for an n-ray predicate lifting 0 on a coalgebra ! : X "# T (X) is given by

[[!'(#1, . . . ,#n)]]! = !#10X([[#1]]!, . . . [[#n]]!).

A first important property of these languages is that formulas are invariant
under bisimulation.

Proposition 3.1.6 ([88]). Let L# be a (boolean) modal language associated with
a set of predicate liftings $. All formulas in L# are invariant under behavioural
equivalence (and bisimulation).
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The previous proposition also depicts the limits of the framework. Namely
that predicate liftings can only account for modalities which are invariant un-
der behavioural equivalence, this leaves out modalities like the global universal
modality or the global existential modality1.

Complex algebras

Using the functorial perspective to algebraic signatures, Section 2.3, the (boolean)
modal language associated with $ can also be seen as an initial algebra of the
functor %#+%BA : Set "# Set, where %BA and %# are the functors associated with
the signatures. From here, we will now elaborate towards an algebraic semantics;
and eventually, to generalize boolean algebras with operators. This path will lead
us to the abstract functorial framework.

By definition, the semantics of a modality on a coalgebra ! : X "# T (X) is
given by composing the associated predicate lifting with the inverse image of !.
Since P(!) = !#1 this definition corresponds to define an n-ary operation over
P(X) via the following composite:

P(X)n
'X"""""# PT (X)

P(!)""""""# P(X). (3.1)

This can be generalized to any set of predicate liftings $, for T . In order to see
this, first notice that the functor associated associated with $, can be presented
by

%# =
,

n<$

$n & (")n

where $n is the set of n-ary predicate liftings in $. Second notice that, by the
universal property of coproducts, we can combine all predicate liftings in $ into a
single natural transformation 1# : %#P "# PT . More precisely, 1# is the only
natural transformation which makes the following diagram

%#P PT!
1#

Pn

('
'

'
''(

0
%
%
%%&

(3.2)

commute for each predicate lifting 0 $ $; here (' denotes the corresponding
coproduct inclusion. More concretely, a pair (0,#) $ $n & P(X)n is mapped via
1# to 0(#1, . . . ,#n), i.e. the image of the sequence # under 0.

Thus, using 1# we can associate a %# algebra with each coalgebra ! : X
"# T (X). Such an algebra is given by the following composite

%#P(X)
((")X"""""""# P(X)

P(!)""""""# P(X) (3.3)

1The global universal modality is “for all states...” the global existential modality is “there
is a state...”
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The gain here is that we have a general method to define the usual (full) complex
algebras from modal logic [20] hence we can use the same idea on arbitrary
coalgebras. The next example illustrates that in the case that 0 is the predicate
lifting associated with the existential modality ", for Pow, the composition in
Equation (3.3) gives the usual modal algebra.

Example 3.1.7. Consider the language with only the existential modality for
Pow, i.e. $ = {"}. Recall from Example 3.1.3 that this predicate lifting maps
a set # ( X to {* $ Pow(X) | * ) # %= *}. In this case, we can describe the
function on Equation (3.3) on a coalgebra ! : X "# Pow(X) as follows: A set
# ( X is mapped to

P(!)1X(#) = !#1"X(#)

= !#1 {* $ Pow(X) | * ) # %= *}
= {x $ X | !(x) ) # %= *}

=
!
x $ X | (-y)(xR!y . y $ #)

"

Which is the usual description of the complex algebra associated with the Kripke
frame (X,R!), see [20].

When we are dealing with only one predicate lifting, the composition in
Equation (3.1), i.e. the complex algebra associated with the predicate lifting, is
also referred to as a predicate transformer. We now fix some notation for this.

Notation. Given a predicate lifting 0 : Pn "# PT and a coalgebra ! : X
"# T (X), we write [[!'"]](X,!) for the composite !#1 4 0X : P(X)n "# P(X), i.e.
the structural map of the complex algebra. We call this function the predicate
transformer associated with 0.

The idea is that for a sequence (#1, . . . ,#n) $ P(X)n we have

[[!'"]]!(#1, . . .#n) = [[!'(#1, . . . ,#n)]]!,

In other words, the image of (#1, . . . ,#n) under [[!'"]]! is the semantics of the
formula !'(#1, . . . ,#n).

The natural transformation in Equation (3.2) provides us a mean to define
complex algebras, this construction is sometimes denoted by (")+, e.g. [20].
However, here we denoted the construction by 9P(, one reason for this change is
that this is in fact a lifting of the functor P : Setop "# Set. More explicitly, 9P( :
Coalg(T )op "# Alg(%#+%BA) maps a coalgebra (X, !) to the algebra (P(X),P(!)4
1X); and a morphism f : (X, !) "# (Y, %) to its inverse image. The lifting part
means that the following diagram

Setop Set!
P

Coalg(T )op Alg(%# + %BA)!
9P(

" "
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commutes; in the diagram the vertical arrows are the respective forgetful functors.
All this provides an algebraic perspective to modal logic and lead us to our next
topic: the abstract functorial framework.

3.2 The abstract functorial framework

Until here we have shown that modal signatures, and modal languages in general,
can be presented by functors on Set. This is in harmony with the standard
Universal Algebra approach, see Section 2.3. However, this approach is not yet
using its full potential. To make this more clear consider the algebra

%#P(X)
((")X"""""""# P(X)

P(!)""""""# P(X)

in Equation (3.3). This algebra has more structure than just a function between
sets. In particular its carrier set is a boolean algebra. Moreover, the structural
map itself might preserve some of this structure. For example, the modalities
might satisfy some extra properties like !a. b = !a.!b. This is to say that the
complex algebra above is a boolean algebra with some extra operations. On top
of this, notice that also the language L# is an algebra in the boolean signature
with some extra operations, namely the modalities. Recall that intuitively, modal
logics are (usually) regarded as extensions of classical propositional logic. All
this suggests that in order to take full advantage of this algebraic perspective on
modalities, we should rather consider functors on boolean algebras instead of just
on Set. Indeed this will prove to be a very fruitful idea which we will illustrate
through this manuscript. To account for such extra structure also corresponds to
generalize boolean algebras with operators to the coalgebraic level of generality.

Another force that drives us to consider logics as functors on BA, instead of
on Set, is that BAOs will be a sub-variety of Alg(%# + %BA). The issue resides in
how we present such variety. One option is to add all the axioms at once. The key
insight in [68] is not to do this but to add the modalities, and their axioms, over
an axiomatization of Boolean algebras. This accounts to present modal logics, or
modal signatures, as functors over BA instead of Set.

Among the advantages of this approach we highlight the following ones:

1. We can use structural properties of the category of algebras to define,
compare, and study modal logics.

2. Modularity in the presentation of modal logics.

3. Uniform framework to study di!erent types of logics which allows natural
generalisations.
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(a) In particular, as we will later see, Section 3.3.1, Moss logic [84] does
not comfortably fit into the paradigm of Universal Algebra but it does
find its natural place in our framework.

4. We follow the intuitive motto that modal logics are extensions of classical
logic.

5. For more advantages concerning translations see page 72.

Without any more ado we now present the definition.

Definition 3.2.1 ([68]). Let T be a Set endofunctor and let P : Setop "# BA be
the contravariant powerset functor. A (boolean) modal logic for T -coalgebras,
also called a (boolean) coalgebraic modal logic for T coalgebras, is a pair (L, 1)
where L is a functor L : BA "# BA determined by finitely generated free algebras
(Definition 2.3.12) and 1 is a natural transformation

1 : LP "# PT . (3.4)

The natural transformation 1 is called the semantics of the logic. The language of
the logic is given by the initial L-algebra (see Remark 3.2.6).

The next remark concerns the nature of formulas in this functorial framework.

Remark 3.2.2. Notice that given a coalgebraic logic (L, 1), the elements of the
initial L-algebra are not formulas in the standard sense of terms in an algebraic
signature. Instead, they are equivalence classes of formulas. The initial L-algebra
corresponds to the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of the modal logic and not the
absolutely free algebra of the signature. Still we call the elements of the initial
L-algebra the formulas of the logic.

In fact, to extract an algebraic signature and a standard language (Definition
3.1.5) from a coalgebraic modal logic is not a trivial issue. This was first addressed
in [22, 76]. We address the issue in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2) where we show
that every coalgebraic modal is a modal logic where the modalities are given by
predicate liftings (Theorem 5.2.17).

We now explain the terminology used for 1. As it was done with modal
signatures, see Equation (3.3), using 1 we can assign to each coalgebra ! : X
"# T (X) an L-algebra with carrier P (X) and structural map given by the following
composite

LP (X)
(X"""""# PT (X)

P (!)""""""# P(X). (3.5)

As in the case of modal signatures this induces a functor from the category of
T -coalgebras into the category of L-algebras giving the complex algebras. The
next fact and definition makes the terminology precise.
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Fact 3.2.3. Every (boolean) coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) induces a lifting of
P : Setop "# BA as shown in the following diagram

Setop BA!
P

Coalg(T )op Alg(L)!
9P(

" "

where the vertical arrows are the “obvious” forgetful functors.
More explicitly, the functor 9P( maps a coalgebra (X, !) to (P (X), P (!) 4 1X),

and a coalgebra morphism f to its inverse image, i.e. 9P((f) = P (f) = f#1.

We now fix some terminology.

Definition 3.2.4. Let (L, 1) be a (boolean) coalgebraic modal logic. The functor
9P( is called the 1-lifting of P . The image of a coalgebra (X, !) under 9P(, i.e.
(P (X), P (!) 4 1X), is called the complex (L, 1)-algebra associated with (X, !). If
there is no risk for confusion we drop the subindex.

The interpretation of a formula, in the language of (L, 1), on a coalgebra (X, !)
is given by the unique arrow from the initial L-algebra (see Remark 3.2.6), written
(I, 2), into the complex algebra 9P (X, !). More explicitly, the interpretation is
given by the unique function

[["]](! : I "# P (X) (3.6)

which is a homomorphism between (I, 2) and 9P (X, !). In particular, a formula
# $ I is mapped to a set [[#]](! ( X. This justifies our terminology for 1 and
motivates the following convention.

Definition 3.2.5. Let (L, 1) be a (Boolean) logic for T -coalgebras and let (X, !)
be a T -coalgebra. The function in Equation (3.6), i.e. the initial morphism from
the initial L-algebra into the complex algebra 9P (X, !), is called the interpretation
into (X, !). If x $ [[#]](!, we say that x satisfies # and write x $! #. The relation
$ is called the satisfaction relation. If the logic is clear from the context, we will
just write [[#]]!. We will use the same convention for logics defined in Definition
3.2.13 and 3.2.22.

The next remark addresses other issues concerning Definition 3.2.1.

Remark 3.2.6. Recall Definition 3.2.1.

1. Formally speaking, in Equation (3.4) we should write T op instead of T . We
write just T to keep the notation simple.
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2. The requirement that the functor L is determined by finitely generated free
algebras has two main purposes: one to ensure that free L-algebras exist and
two to allow a description of L by modal operators of finite arity. A proof of
this can be found in [76], but we will see examples in the next subsections.

3. It is important to understand that L only describes how to add one layer
of modalities: If A consists of Boolean formulas, then L(A) consists of
modal formulas in which each formula a $ A is under the scope of precisely
one modal operator. The initial L-algebra is obtained by iterating this
construction and contains modal formulas of arbitrary depth. Moreover, L
can take into account not only the syntax, but also the axiomatisation of the
logic; to capture the axiomatization by a functor, it is essential to consider
L on BA and not simply on Set, see Section 3.2.1.

4. In case L comes from an usual modal signature, see examples below, the
interpretation of a formula # in the signature is given by applying the
function in Equation (3.6) to the equivalence class of #.

5. We do not require any type of normality or additivity of modal operations; in
this sense our approach di!ers from that in [20]. Hence we can also account
for non-normal modal logics.

3.2.1 Modal Signatures as functors on BA

We now illustrate how the usual boolean algebras with operators from modal
logics fit into the picture. The idea is that the algebras in Alg(L) are the boolean
algebras with operators of the logic. We can state this by saying that the functor
L adds the operators and their axiomatizations.

In this section we will consider the case of modal signatures. More explicitely,
given a set of predicate liftings $, i.e. a modal signature, we want to obtain a
functor L : BA "# BA from the functor %# + %BA : Set "# Set such that Alg(L)
is the category of boolean algebras with operators for %#. Functors on boolean
algebras take care of the factor %BA. The problem then reduces to that of “moving”
the functor %# : Set "# Set to the category BA.

First of all notice that algebras for a functor L : BA "# BA are of the form
$ : L(A) "# A, where A is a boolean algebra and $ is a boolean homomorphism.
Here, it is important to notice that the problem of moving %# to BA is not solved
by simply considering a signature given by a polynomial functor on BA, as it was
done in Section 2.3 in the case of Set and is usually done in categorical algebra.

We now explain why polynomial functors do not work. For example, within
such framework, to add a unary ! to classical propositional logic corresponds to
consider algebras for IdBA : BA "# BA. In such case an IdBA-algebra is a boolean al-

gebra (A,$) together with a boolean homomorphism IdBA(A,$) = (A,$)
!"# (A,$).
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This does not subsume the standard approach in Modal Logic [20], because there
is no reason why ! should be a BA-morphism; in general ! does not preserve 0 or
¬. In other words, BAOs, as in [20], are not Alg(IdBA). In general, the technique
from categorical algebra of adding operators using polynomial functors on BA
does not work.

To overcome these di"culties, here is a little trick we can use: We define
a functor BA "# BA, call it L̄, such that algebras L̄(A,$) "# (A,$) are in 1-1
correspondence with maps U(A,$) "# U(A,$), i.e. functions A "# A. The next
example illustrates this.

Example 3.2.7. Let (A,$) be a boolean algebra. To add a unary operator !,
we define L̄(A,$) to be the free boolean algebra generated by %a, a $ A. Note
that the %a’s are just formal symbols and we have

L̄! '= FU, (3.7)

where U : BA "# Set is the forgetful functor and F its left adjoint. Using properties
of adjoints, it is now clear that an L̄!-algebra

FU(A,$) = L̄!(A,$) "# (A,$)

corresponds to a function A "# A.

In fact, the previous idea works for any modal signature.

Example 3.2.8. In general given a modal signature %# we define L̄# = F%#U .
Again using properties of adjoints, we can see that an L̄#-algebra

F%#U(A,$) = L̄#(A,$) "# (A,$)

correspond to a function %#(A) "# A. In other words, an L̄#-algebra amounts to
have a function function Aar(') "# A for each modality !' $ %#.

Next, we observe that certain axioms of a special form can be incorporated
into the definition of the functor. In particular, the axioms defining the basic
modal logic K, i.e. BAOs, are of this form.

Example 3.2.9. Continuing Example 3.2.7, define L! : BA "# BA to map an
algebra (A,$) to the boolean algebra L!(A,$) generated by %a, a $ A, and
quotiented by the relation stipulating that ! preserves finite meets, that is,

!1 = 1 !(a . b) = !a .!b (3.8)

Compare this with the construction of term algebras for varieties on page 25.
It follows from the definition that BA-morphisms L!(A,$) "# (A,$) are in 1-1
correspondence with meet-preserving maps A "# A, see [22], therefore, that Alg(L)
is isomorphic to the category of modal algebras [20]. Also notice that there is a
surjective natural transformation q : L̄! "# L!.
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A more formal description of the quotient in the previous example can be
found in Section 5.2.2. We avoid the details by now because we are more interested
on illustrating the framework.

The next step is to describe the semantics of such a logic without referring
to Kripke frames, but directly in terms of the functor T . This allows us to
generalise the relationship between algebras and coalgebras to arbitrary functors.
The following property will play a crucial role: The contravariant power set functor
P : Setop "# Set factors via BA, i.e. the following diagram

Setop BA!P

Set

P
%
%
%%&

U
'

'
''(

(3.9)

commutes. With this observation in mind we can continue with Example 3.2.9.

Example 3.2.10. Continuing Example 3.2.9, consider T = Pow. In order to
define the semantics 1X : L!P (X) "# PPow(X) we first define the semantics
1̄! : L̄P (X) "# PPow(X) by mapping a generator %a, with a $ P (X), as follows

%a 5# {b $ Pow(X) | b ( a}. (3.10)

It is now easy to check that 1̄ satisfies the equalities in Equation (3.8). From this
we conclude that 1̄ extends to the quotient L! via q : L̄! "# L! giving 1 as in the
following diagram

L̄!P L!P!qP

PT

1̄
%
%
%%&

1
'

'
''(

More explicitly, 1 maps an equivalence class #̄ $ L!P (X) to {b $ Pow(X) | b ( #}.
Since P = UP (Diagram 3.9) the predicate lifting associated with the modality

! can be written ! : UP (X) "# UPPow(X). Now notice Equation (3.10) is
then just the predicate lifting !. Hence 1̄ is its transpose of !, i.e. we have

FUP (X)
(̄="!""""""# PPow(X). Clearly this can be done for any predicate lifting

and more generally for any set of predicate liftings $. The next example shows
this.

Example 3.2.11. Let %# be a modal signature associated with a set of predicate
liftings $. Recall from Equation (3.2) that we have a natural transformation
1# : %#P "# PT combining all predicate liftings in $, since UP = P we can
rewrite this as a natural transformation

1# : %#UP "# UPT

the transpose of which gives the semantics, i.e. F%#UP = L̄#P
(̄" = "(""""""""# PT .
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Now we detail how to obtain from Equation (3.4), by using Equations (3.5)
and (3.6), the usual semantics of !. First recall that the basic modal language
L! is defined by the grammar

# := ; | 1 | ¬# | #1=#2 | !#

where = is one of the connectives .,0,"#. Secondly notice that the initial L̄!-
algebra is the smallest set closed under the boolean operations and ! modulo the
axioms for Boolean algebras; in other words, the initial L̄! algebra is the term
algebra over the language L! modulo the usual axioms for Boolean algebras. The
initial L!-algebra is obtained from further quotienting by the modal axioms in
Equation (3.8).

According to Equations (3.5) and (3.6), the interpretation of a formula is
defined by initiality as in the following diagram

L!P (X) P (X)

L!(I) I!!

"
L!([["]]!)

"
[["]]!

PT (X) !
!#1

!
1X

(3.11)

where ! : L!(I) "# I is the initial L!-algebra. This means that given a formula
#̄ $ I, which is an equivalence hence the bar, we have [[!#̄]]! = !#1(1X(L[[#̄]]!)).
Now we can compute (eliding the subindex !)

x $ !# i! x $ [[!#̄]] (Definition $)
i! x $ !#1(1X(L![[#̄]])) (Diagram (3.11))

i! !(x) $ 1X(L![[#̄]]) (Definition !#1)

i! !(x) ( [[#]] (Example (3.2.10))

i! (+y)(y $ !(x) , y $ [[#]]) (Definition $)
i! (+y)(y $ !(x) , y $ #)

which gives the usual semantics of ! in terms of a satisfaction relation $. All
this shows that the basic theory of algebraic modal logic fits into the abstract
functorial framework.

3.2.2 Coalgebraic modal logics beyond BA

Yet another advantage of the functorial approach is that it immediately suggests
important generalisations. For example, in the following chapters, to construct
certain counterexamples, we will need to replace the category BA by other cate-
gories corresponding to other base logics. For example, the category of distributive
lattices which corresponds to the positive fragment of propositional logic; the
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category of frames which corresponds to geometric logic; even the category of
sets will be used to describe the modalities that need no extra structure to be
translated. The key idea to remember here is that the basic propositional logic
corresponds to a category of algebras. We can also think of the algebras of the
category as propositional, algebraic, theories and of morphisms as truth preserving
translations between theories. In the examples mentioned above there are two
essential ingredients: Free algebras and powerset algebras. From this we conclude
that the category BA can be replaced by any category A with a forgetful functor
U : A "# Set which has a left adjoint and a functor P : Setop "# A such that
UP = P .

The new situation is depicted in the following diagram

Set
P

!!T
##

P &&!
!!

!!
!!

A L
''

U((""
""

""
"

Set

(3.12)

and formalised in the next definition.

Definition 3.2.12. A category A is said to be a category with powerset algebras
if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. It is monadic over Set (Definition 2.3.19) i.e. it is a category of algebras;

2. there exists a functor P : Setop "# A such that UP = P called the predicate
functor.

where U : A "# Set is the forgetful functor.

The generalisation of (boolean) coalgebraic modal logics, Definition 3.2.1, is
now immediate.

Definition 3.2.13. Let T be a Set endofunctor and let A be a category with
power set algebras. A logic for T -coalgebras, or coalgebraic modal logic, is a pair
(L, 1) where L is a functor L : A "# A determined by finitely generated free
algebras, and 1 is a natural transformation

1 : LP "# PT . (3.13)

The natural transformation 1 is called the semantics of the logic. The category
A is called the base category of the coalgebraic modal logic. The algebraic theory
induced by A is refereed as the basic propositional logic, or the base structure, of
the coalgebraic modal logic.

A coalgebraic modal logic is said to be finitary if A is finitely presentable and
L is determined by finitely generated free algebras (Definition 2.3.12).
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Assumption: Unless explicitly stated we assume all our coalgebraic modal
logics to be finitary.

As in the case of boolean coalgebraic modal logics, the natural transformation
1 is used to associate a dual, or complex, L-algebra with each T -coalgebra,
see Definition 3.2.4. We use the same convention as in Definition 3.2.5 for the
satisfaction relation.

The next remark comments on the extension of the previous definition.

Remark 3.2.14. The definition of category of power set algebra might seem
ad hoc. However, as we will later see (Chapter 6, Example 6.1.3 and Remark
6.1.4) these allow us to fit the language given by a coalgebraic modal logic in
the tradition of abstract model theory where languages are sets and theories are
subsets of those.

The next remark illustrates how in the case of a coalgebraic modal logic given
by predicate liftings, we can define a language in the usual sense.

Remark 3.2.15. In the case that the coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1), over A,
corresponds to a logic of predicate liftings $, i.e. L = F%#U and 1 is the
transpose of the function in Equation (3.2), we can define the language more in
harmony with Definition 3.1.5 as follows:

Let %A be the algebraic signature of A (Definition 2.3.6), and let X be a set of
propositional variables. The language of predicate liftings, over A, written LA

# (X),
with variables from X, is given by the grammar

# := x | p(#1, . . .#ar(p)) | !'(#1, . . .#ar('))

where x $ X, p $ %A, and 0 $ $. Note that LA
# (X) is the carrier of the free

algebra over X for the functor LAlg("A)
# = T"A%#U"A , where U"A : Alg(%A) "# Set

is the forgetful functor and T"A is its left adjoint, i.e. T"(X) is the absolutely
free algebra for the signature %A.

A simple illustration is the pure modal language.

Example 3.2.16. The category Set is a category of power set algebras. The
functor P is given by the contravariant power set functor P : Setop "# Set. The
category Set is monadic over Set via the identity. Given a modal signature %# we
can use the procedure in Example 3.2.8 to obtain Id%#Id = %#; the semantics is
given by Equation (3.2). In this case the language is the smallest set closed under
!' for all 0 $ $, i.e. the pure modal language.

Clearly Examples 3.2.8 and 3.2.11 generalize to any category of power set
algebras. This means that every modal signature can be interpreted on a category
of power set algebras.

This framework can also be used to present positive modal logic as a coalgebraic
modal logic. In this case we replace BA by DL. The next example shows this.
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Example 3.2.17. Elaborating on Example 3.2.10 but now letting A = DL and
considering two modalities {!,"}.

Positive modal logic is given by the functor L : DL "# DL that maps a
distributive lattice (A,$) to distributive lattice L(A,$) generated by %a and &a
for all a $ A, and quotiented by the relations stipulating that 1) ! preserves finite
meets, 2) " preserves finite joins, and

3) !a . "b 6 "(a . b) !(a 0 b) 6 "a 0!b (3.14)

More explicitly, we quotient the functor FU + FU : DL "# DL, where U : DL
"# Set and F is the left adjoint, with the axioms 1), 2), and 3) above.

We assume the first component of L̄ deals with ! and the second one deals
with "; with this convention, the semantics 1̄X : L̄P (X) "# PPow(X) is defined
componentwise as follows: for a $ L̄PX, if a belongs to the first component, i.e.
it corresponds to the formal symbol %a, it is mapped as in Example 3.2.10; if a
belongs to the second component, i.e. it corresponds to the formal symbol &a, it
is mapped by

&a 5# {b $ Pow(X) | b ) a %= *}. (3.15)

This is just what was described in Example 3.2.11. It is now standard to show
that 1̄ extends via the quotient to the semantic 1X : LP (X) "# PT (X). This
gives positive modal logic. Positive modal logic was introduced in [33], but also
appeared in [61, 1]. The above construction is a variation of the Plotkin power
domain, also called the Vietories locale, see e.g. [109].

We fix some conventions, which have been implicit, concerning logics of predi-
cate liftings.

Definition 3.2.18. Let $ be a set of predicate liftings for a functor T . Let A be
a category of power set algebras, and write U : A "# Set for the forgetful functor
and F for its left adjoint.

The coalgebraic modal logic, over A, associated with $ is given by the functor
L̄A

# = F%#U , and the natural transformation 1̄# : L̄A
#P "# PT given by the

F -transpose of the natural transformation %#P "# PT in Equation 3.2. If there
is no risk for confusion we will avoid the superscript and/or subindex.

3.2.3 Other features of the functorial framework

As we have seen, the functorial framework allows us to present a large variety
of modal logic for coalgebras uniformly. In particular, as we will see in Section
3.3.1, we can study Moss logic at the same level of classical modal logic. Another
advantage, we will illustrate in Section 3.3, is that we can present generic logics
for coalgebras. In this section we discuss some other properties and insights.
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Depth-one formulas & one-step semantics

We should still clarify which axioms can be incorporated into a functor. This will
be addressed in detail in Section 5.2.2. We provide some highlights here.

To account for axioms we introduce depth-one formulas, or depth one modal
formulas; these will also play an important role in Chapter 8.

In the case of a logic of predicate liftings, the depth-one modal formulas, over
X, are the formulas of LA

# (X) for which each propositional variable is under the
scope of exactly one modal operator. Notice that the depth one formulas are the
elements of the set

U"AT"A%#U"AT"A(X)

where T"A : Set "# Alg(%A) maps a set X to the free %A-algebra over X, U"A is
the right adjoint, or forgetful functor. Indeed, an element in U"AT"A(X) is just a
term in the signature %A with variables in X. Then an element in %#U"AT"A(X)
is a modality in %# together with a term in %A, e.g. !'t. Then the elements in
U"AT"A%#U"AT"A(X) are the depth-one modal formulas over X.

In fact L"A
# = T"A%#U"A and the language LA

# (X) is the free L"A
# algebra

over X. Clearly this can be generalized to any coalgebraic modal logic.

Definition 3.2.19. Let (L, 1) be a coalgebraic modal logic over A. The depth-
one modal formulas of (L, 1), over X, written Form1

(L,()(X) are the elements of

ULF (X). If the logic is clear from the context we simply write Form1(X).
An equation between depth-one modal formulas is called a rank-1 axiom, or

rank-1 equation.

In other words, a rank-1 formula is a formula where all variables are under the
scope of precisely one modal operator. Without going into the technical details
here, we note that for all equations of rank 1 we can quotient the functor by
the axioms as in Equations (3.8) and (3.14). It was shown in [22, 76] that we
can quotient LA

# with any rank 1 axiomatisation and that every quotient of LA
#

corresponds to a rank 1 axiomatization. It is important to notice that this is
not a restriction of coalgebraic logic as such: First use a rank-1 logic to describe
properties of all T -coalgebras; then further non-rank-1 axioms can be used to sin-
gle out T -coalgebras with particular properties. We give more details in Chapter 5.

Together with with depth-one formulas is the so-called one-step semantics.
Roughly speaking, one-step semantics is the interpretation of depth-one formulas
over the set T (X). As we discussed, a coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) for a functor
T allows us to transform T -coalgebras into L-algebras. However, notice that in
several occasions we are interested in just describing the successors of a state i.e.
the elements in some T (X). It was noted in [88, 102] that in the case of languages
of predicate liftings T -coalgebras are not essential for this; this is referred as the
one-step semantics of coalgebraic modal logics. We now explain how this works
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for any coalgebraic modal logic.

To illustrate the procedure we fix a set of propositional variables Q and a
category of power set algebras A with forgetful functor U : A "# Set; let F be the
left adjoint of U . We first explain how define the one step semantics for a single
predicate liftings, for a functor T .

Every valuation V : Q "# UP (X) = P(X) can be extended to a meaning
function [["]]V : F (Q) "# P (X). We can compose this function with any predicate
lifting 0 : UP "# UPT and obtain the following function.

UF (Q)
U([[#]]V )""""""""# UP (X)

'X"""""# UPT (X)

Taking the transpose of this function and replacing FU by L' we obtain the one
step semantics, for 0, as [["]]1V = 1' 4 L'([["]]V ); more explicitly this is:

L'F (Q)
L"([[#]]V )"""""""""# L'P (X)

(""""""# PT (X)

Applying one more time U we obtain an interpretation of all depth-one modal
formulas (Definition 3.2.19) on the language of !'. This clearly work for any set
of predicate liftings and more generally for any coalgebraic logic.

Definition 3.2.20. Let (L, 1) be a coalgebraic modal logic over A, let Q be a set
of propositional variables and let V : Q "# UP (X) be a valuation.

The one-step semantics of depth-one modal formulas over Q (Definition 3.2.19),
relative to V , written [["]]1V , is given by the following function

Form1
(L,()(Q) = ULF (Q)

[[#]]1V =U(()L([[#]]V ))""""""""""""""""# PT (X).

Given t $ T (X) and a formula * $ Form1
(L,()(Q), we write T (X), t $1

V * to

indicate t $ [[*]]1V .

Depth-one formulas were used in [88, 68] to show that issues of soundness
and completeness of a coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) rely on properties of 1. We
will discuss this in more detail in Section 5.2.2. As a preview we mention that a
coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) is always sound and it is complete if 1 is injective
(Proposition 5.2.16).

Further generalizations

The functorial framework suggests various generalisations.

Definition 3.2.21. Let A be a monadic category over Set and let T be an
endofunctor on Set. Also assume there is a functor P : Setop "# A with left
adjoint S.
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A logic for T -coalgebras , also called a coalgebraic modal logic for T , based on A
and relative to P , is a functor L : A "# A together with a natural transformation

1 : LP "# PT . (3.16)

We use the same conventions as in Definition 3.2.13.

The highest level of generality that we can achieve with this framework is to
simply consider a general contravariant adjunction.

Definition 3.2.22. Let P : Cop "# A be a functor with a left adjoint S. Let T be
an endofunctor on C. A coalgebraic modal logic for T -coalgebras, or coalgebraic
modal logic, is a functor L : A "# A together with a natural transformation
1 : LP "# PT .

Expressivity

A key property of coalgebraic modal logics is that formulas are invariant under
behavioural equivalence. This will follow from the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2.23. Let (L, 1) be coalgebraic modal logic, over a category of
power set algebras, for a functor T . The interpretation of the (L, 1)-formulas is
invariant under coalgebra morphisms.

More precisely, if f : (X1, !2) "# (X2, !2) is a coalgebra morphism and # is a
formula in (L, 1) then for every x $ X1 if x $ [[#]]!1 then f(x) $ [[#]]!2.

Proof. Let (I, 2) be the initial L-algebra. Notice that since UP (f) = P(f) = f#1

the statement proposition can be rephrased as follows: for every morphism of
coalgebras f : (X1, !2) "# (X2, !2) the following diagram

P(X1) P(X2)# P(f)

I

[["]]!1
%

%
%%)

[["]]!2
'
'
''*

commutes. The commutativity of the diagram follows by initiality. Indeed, since
f is a morphism of coalgebras then f#1 = P(f) is a homomorphism between the
complex algebras (P (X2), P (!2) 4 1X1) and (P (X1), P (!1) 4 1X1), see Fact 3.2.3.
Therefore its composition with [["]]!2 is a homomorphism from the initial L-algebra
into (P (X1), P (!1)41X1) which by initiality must be equal to [["]]!1 . This concludes
the proof.

Another important property is the so-called Hennessy-Milner property which
states that the language can distinguish states that are not behavioural equivalent.
The Hennessy-Milner property has been studied using the so-called mate of the
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natural transformation transformation 1, see [59].

We first have to notice that the Stone duality adjunction can be generalised to
any category with power set algebras.

Proposition 3.2.24. 2 For every category of power set algebras A, the functor
P : Setop "# A has a left adjoint S : A "# Setop given by S(A) = A(A,P1).

Proof. We will describe the counit of the adjunction. The counit is given by a
function -X : X "# SPX = A(P (X), P (1)); this function maps x to P (ix) where
we write ix : 1 "# X for the map picking x. From here, to show that P is right
adjoint of S, it su"ces to prove that given a function f : X "# S(A) we can find
an appropriate morphism 9f : A "# P (X) in A such that S( 9f) 4 -X = f .

We now show how to define 9f . First recall that P(
-

Ai) =
:

P(Ai). By
assumption UP = P , hence for every set X we have

UP (X) = P(X) = P(
,

x!X

1) (
,

x!X

1 = X)

=
.

x!X

P(1) (prev. observation)

=
.

x!X

UP (1) = U
.

x!X

P (1). (U is a right adjoint)

Since U is monadic it reflect limits hence we conclude
:

x!X P (1) '= P (X). Now no-
tice that we can see f : X "# S(A) = A(A,P (1)) as a family {fx : A "# P (1)}x!X .
Using the previous observation we define 9f as the product of all those maps. In
other words, 9f is the only map that makes all the following diagrams

A P (X)!
9f

P (1)

fx
%
%
%%&

"x
'

'
''(

commute, where "x is the projection given by
:

x!X P (1) '= P (X). More concretely
"x = P (ix).

We now show S( 9f) 4 -X = f .

S( 9f) 4 -x(x) = S( 9f) 4 P (ix) (def. -X)

= P (ix) 4 9f (def. S)

= "x 4 9f ("x = P (ix))

= fx. (above diagram)

2At the moment of writing we do not know whether this result is known
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The arrow 9f is unique because any arrow g such that S(g) 4 -X = f we must have
"x 4 g = fx and then by the universal property of products g = 9f . This concludes
the proof.

Let (L, 1) be a coalgebraic modal logic as in Definition 3.2.21. The key
observation to study the Hennessy-Milner property with in this framework, is that
there is bijective correspondence between natural transformation 1 : LP "# PT
and natural transformations + : T S "# SL. We now show this, Let , and - be
the unit and counit, respectively, of the adjunction given by the functors P and S.
Given 1 : LP "# PT we define + via the following composite:

T S
)T S"""""# SPT S

S((S)""""""# SLPS
SL(*)"""""""# SL.

On the converse direction, given + : T S "# SL we obtain 1 via

LP
*LP""""""# PSLP

P (+S)"""""""# PT SP
PT ())"""# PT .

The the key result is

Proposition 3.2.25 ([59]). A coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) (Definition 3.2.21)
has the Hennessy-Milner property i! each of the components of the mate of 1, i.e.
+ : T S "# SL, are injective.

Other approaches, see e.g [88], use the so called final-sequence to prove the
Henessy-milner property; we do not discuss them here because it goes beyond the
functorial framework. In Chapter 6 we present a study on the Hennessy-Milner
property which can be seen as an alternative to those approaches using the final
sequence.

3.3 Two generic coalgebraic modal logics

We have seen that coalgebras come equipped with a generic notion of behavioural
equivalence (Definition 2.2.2). In the same spirit, the quest for the generic modal
language to describe coalgebraic systems has played a key role in the development
of logics for coalgebras. Two major currents have been successfully in claiming
the title for themselves: The Moss logic and the logic of all predicate liftings.
Both proposals can be elegantly presented within the functorial framework of
coalgebraic modal logics introduced in the previous section.

3.3.1 Moss Logic

The Moss logic [84] was the first proposal of a generic coalgebraic modal logic
parametric in the functor T . On the technical side, Moss logic requires the functor
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T to preserve weak pullbacks (Section 2.2); examples of such functors include all
KPFs and composition of those with BN and D, but not the functor PPop.

The idea of the Moss logic is to use the functor T itself as a modality. From the
perspective of modal signatures, Example 3.2.8, this amounts to define the functor
L using T instead of %#. It is important to notice that from the perspective of
the functorial framework, Definition 3.2.13, this is more natural than the use of
%#. The next definition introduces the functor for the Moss logic.

Definition 3.3.1. Let A be a category with power set algebras, let U be the
forgetful functor and let F be its left adjoint; Given a weak pullback preserving
Set-endofunctor T . Moss (finitary) logic for T , on A, is given by the functor

FT$U = MT : A "# A,

where T$ is the finitary version of T . If there is no risk for confusion, we will
simply write M .

Notice that in the previous definition we used T$ instead of T . The next
remark explains this divergence.

Remark 3.3.2. In the original version [84], Moss showed that his coalgebraic logic
characterizes bisimilarity of T -coalgebras. However, T may permit unbounded
branching, e.g. T = Pow, therefore a general result requires infinitary conjunctions
in the logic (but does not need negation). Here our interests are di!erent: We
want to specify properties of coalgebras using only finitary Boolean connectives.
In [108] it was shown that for modal formulas to have only finite depth we should
work with the finitary version T$ instead of T .

In the case of the Moss logic we can still concretely present a “standard”
language, i.e. formulas are not equivalence classes; however, the language is
multi-sorted.

Definition 3.3.3. The Moss languageMT is the smallest set closed under boolean
operations and under the formation rule

if t $ T$(MT ) then /t $ MT .

Quotienting MT by Boolean axioms yields the carrier of the initial MT -algebra,
compare this with Example 3.2.7. If there is no risk for confusion we will drop
the subscript T .

The Moss language can also be characterised as the carrier of the initial algebra
for the functor T$ + %BA : Set "# Set. Of course we can also present the Moss
language concretely for any category of power set algebras A for which we have a
concrete description of the signature, e.g. DL or Frm.
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By definition, the semantics of the Moss logic will be given by a natural
transformation MT P "# PT , as in Equation (3.13). Unravelling the definitions,
we see that the semantics ought to come from a natural transformation FT$UP
"# PT . As it was seen in the case of modal signatures, i.e. languages of predicate
liftings, it is then enough to give a natural transformation

T$P "# PT ;

the next definition makes this explicit.

Definition 3.3.4. Let T be a weak pullback preserving functor. The semantics
MT P "# PT of Moss’s logic is induced by !' : T$P "# PT mapping # $ T$P(X)
to

!'(#) = {t $ T (X) | t T ($X) #}, (3.17)

where T ($X) is the relation lifting of $X (Section 2.2).
Let A be category of power set algebras. Let U be the forgetful functor and

let F be its left adjoint. The (finitary) Moss coalgebraic modal logic, or Moss logic
for short, is given by (MT ,/), where MT = FT$U and / : FT$UP "# PT is
the transpose of !', i.e. / = - 4 F (!') where - : FU "# IdA is the counit of the
adjunction.

The fact that !' : T$P "# PT is natural uses the fact that T preserves weak
pullbacks; it follows from Proposition 2.2.10.

Remark 3.3.5. The fact that !' is natural is essentially the observation that
Moss logic is invariant under bisimilarity. However, should the functor not preserve
weak-pullbacks naturality might fail.

The next examples illustrate the semantics given by !'.
Example 3.3.6. 1. In the case of the identity functor Id, we have that !' : IdP

"# P Id is the identity. The Moss logic is just that of deterministic transition
systems (/# > !# > "#), i.e. in this case the Moss modality is the
modality “next time”. Explicitly, a state x in a coalgebra ! satisfies /# i!
!(x) $ [[#]].

2. In the case of a constant functor KC , we have that !' : KCP "# PKC maps
an element c $ C = KCP(X) to the set {c}. A state x in a coalgebra !
satisfies /c i! !(x) = c, i.e. /c holds on x i! the colour of x is c.

3. Consider the functor A& (") for some fixed set A. Given t $ A&X and
# $ A& P(X) we have

t $ !'(#) i! "1(t) = "1(#) and "2(t) $ "2(#).

For example, let a, b $ A and consider the system 4 a"# •. In this system, the
state 4 does not satisfy /(b,1). In fact, 4 can only satisfy modal formulas
of the form /(a,#), where # is a formula valid on •.
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4. In the case of the covariant power set functor, we have that for # $ PowP(X)
the set !'(#) is given by

t $ !'(#) i! (+x $ t . -# $ # . x $ #) and (+# $ # . -x $ t . x $ #).

As we said before, page 4, and not di"cult to check, in this case the Moss
logic (over BA or DL) is equivalent to classical modal logic, that is, there
are translations in both directions:

/t = !
#

t .
$

"t
!# = /{#} 0/* and "# = /{#,1}

Hence, the Moss logic for Pow is equivalent to standard modal logic.

5. To describe !' in the case of the finite distribution functor recall that
each b $ D(X) and B $ DP(X) can be presented as finite sequences
b = (xi, pi)1"i"n for some xi $ X, pi $ [0, 1], pi > 0, n $ N; and B =
(#j, qj)1"j"m for #j $ P(X), qj $ [0, 1], qj > 0,m $ N, see Example 2.2.8.
The relation bD($X)B can be then described as follows: bD($X)B i! there
are (rij)1"i"n,1"j"m, rij $ [0, 1] such that xi %$ #j , rij = 0 and

%
i rij = qj

and
%

j rij = pi.

For example, a state x in a coalgebra ! satisfies /{(#, q), (1, 1" q)} i! the
probability of going to a successor satisfying # is larger or equal to q. That
is, / (together with Boolean operators) can express the modal operators "p

of probability logic [49], see page 31 here.

6. In the case of the finite multiset functor we have the same description as
in the case of the distribution functor by just replacing [0, 1] by N. For
example, a state x in a coalgebra ! satisfies

• /{(1, n)} i! x has exactly n successors;

• /{(#,m), (1, n)} i! x has at leastm successors satisfying # and exactly
m+ n successors in total.

In fact, each /-formula specifies the total number of successors; this means
that the usual graded modalities, introduced on page 31, can therefore not
be expressed using /.

The following properties will be useful later.

Proposition 3.3.7 ([84]). The formulas in Moss Logic, for a weak pullback
preserving functor T , are invariant under bisimulation and behavioural equivalence.

The natural transformation !' : T P "# PT is very particular in the sense that
we can change P by Pow and it will still be a natural transformation. The next
remark makes this more explicitly.
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Remark 3.3.8. In case T preserves weak pullbacks we can also consider !' using
Pow instead of P, i.e. as a natural transformation !' : T Pow "# PowT . In fact,
in this case we can say a bit more; namely that !' is a distributive law over the
monad (Pow, ,, µ), see Example 2.3.16. This means that !' : T Pow "# PowT is
natural and the following diagrams

T Pow PowT!
!'

T

T (,)
'

'
''(

,T
%
%
%%&

PowPowT

T PowPow PowT Pow!!'Pow

"
T (µ)

PowT

PowPowT!Pow(!')

"
µT

!
!'

commute. In fact, !' : T Pow "# PowT is a distributive law i! T preserves weak
pullbacks, for more detail see [56]. The axioms of distributive laws will come back
in the axiomatization of Moss Logic [69], see Chapter 5 here.

3.3.2 Logics of Predicate Liftings

Although the Moss logic has a natural description within the functorial framework
for coalgebraic modal logics, It is not totally clear how / is a direct generalisation
of the logics in Section 1.2. Concrete modalities given by predicate liftings are a
direct generalisation of the modal logics of Section 1.2. However, it might seem
that there are too many predicate liftings. In this section we show that this is
not the case and that we can describe all of them concretely. On top of this, we
illustrate how for any functor T : Set "# Set there is a canonical way of extracting
the modal operators and their semantics from T .

We will assume that the basic propositional logic corresponds to a variety with
powerset algebras (Definition 3.2.12). We will make use of the fact that every
algebra is the colimit of finitely generated free ones, i.e. the colimit of its canonical
diagram.

Predicate liftings via Yoneda

In order to describe concrete modalities, i.e. predicate liftings, concretely we
need to use some categorical machinery. Before going into the details recall that
P(X) = Set(X, 2) and more generally P(X)n = Set(X, 2n) = Set(X,P(n)). The
categorically minded reader will recognise the soil to apply the Yoneda Lemma.
This is the path that we follow. The following version of Yoneda Lemma will be
enough for the purposes of this manuscript.

Proposition 3.3.9. For every functor K : Setop "# Set and every n there is a
natural isomorphism (natural in n and K)

Y(n,K) : KP(n) "# Nat(Pn, K). (3.18)
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Proof. As we mentioned before Pn(X) = Set(X,P(n)).
We only define the bijection between KP(n) and natural transformations Pn

"# K. This is done as follows: Assign to an element p $ KP(n) the natural
transformation Y (p) : Pn(X) "# K(X) which maps a function v : X "# P(n) to
the image of p under the function K(v) : KP(n) "# K(X), i.e. K(v)(p); note
that the arrow v changes the direction because K is contra variant.

Conversely, for a natural transformation 0X : Pn(X) "# K(X), taking X =
P(n), notice P(P(n))n = Set(P(n),P(n)); hence Y (0) := 0P(n)(idP(n)) is an
element of KP(n).

The next remark will be used in the prove of Theorem 4.2.10, it can be skipped
for now.

Remark 3.3.10. The naturality of Y in the previous proposition implies that for
any natural transformation ! : K $ "# K and any n, the following diagram

Nat(Pn, K $) K $P(n)#
Y(n,K$)

Nat(Pn, K) KP(n)#
Y(n,K)

$
! 4 "

$!P(n)

commutes.

The case of predicate liftings follows by taking K = PT .

Corollary 3.3.11. The set of n-ary predicate liftings for a functor T : Set "# Set
is in natural bijection with the set PT P(n). In case n = 1 the set of unary predicate
liftings for T is in natural bijection with the subsets of T (2), i.e. PT P(1).

More explicitly, Proposition 3.3.9 depicts a procedure to convert natural
transformations Pn "# PT into subsets of T P(n) and viceversa. This is done
as follows: Given a set P ( T P(n) we define a predicate lifting 0P : Pn "# PT
which maps a sequence # : n "# P(X) to the set

(0P )X(#) = {t $ T (X) | T (/")(t) $ P} (3.19)

where /" : X "# P(n) is the transpose of #. In the converse direction, a predicate
lifting 0 : Pn "# PT corresponds to the image of idP(n). In case n = 1, the set
corresponding to 0 is the image of # = {1} $ P(2) under 02. This presentation
of predicate liftings was first used in [99].

We now illustrate how the predicate liftings in Example 3.1.3 can be described
from this perspective.

Example 3.3.12. Recall Example 3.1.3. In the following P(1) = 2 = {1,;}.
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1. For a constant functor KC , the predicate lifting 0P : P "# PKC with constant
value P , where P ( C = KC(2), correspond to the image of {1} under 0P

which is the set P .

2. For the functor P(Q) & T , where Q is a fixed set propositional letters,
the predicate liftings providing the propositional information of q $ Q
correspond to the sets Uq & T (2) and U¬q & T (2) respectively, where we
write Uq for the set of subsets of Q containing q and U¬q for its complement.
Indeed, we have 0q

2({1}) = {(U, t) $ P(Q)& T (2) | q $ U} = Uq & T (2),
and 0¬q

2 ({1}) = {(U, t) $ P(Q)& T (2) | q /$ U}.

3. For the covariant power set functor Pow, the existential modality corresponds
to "2({1}) = {* $ Pow(2) | * ) {1} %= *}, i.e. the set {{1}, {1,;}. For
the universal modality we have !2({1}) = {* $ Pow(2) | * ( {1}} which
means that it corresponds to the set {*, {1}}.

4. For the neighbourhood functor PPop the non monotone modality ! cor-
responds to the set !2({1}) = {N $ PPop(2) | {1} $ N}, this is the
ultrafilter generated by {1}.

5. For the multiset functor the graded modality "k corresponds to the set
{B : 2 "# N | B(1) < k}; in this case since the value of ; is irrelevant, we
can say that "k corresponds to the set [k,7). In general, a predicate lifting
for BN can be described by two subsets of N; one describing the target of 1
and other describing the target of ;.

6. For the distribution functor D, notice that we can describe a probability
distribution d : 2 "# [0, 1] by its value on 1 (d(;) = 1 " d(1)), we can
then say that unary predicate liftings correspond to subsets of [0, 1]. More
precisely, P ( [0, 1] corresponds to the set of distributions d : 2 "# [0, 1] such
that d(1) $ P . In particular, "p corresponds to the set [p, 1]. Similarly, the
predicate lifting !p = ¬"p¬ correspond to the set (1" p, 1]; the modality
"p = "1#p¬ corresponds to [0, p]. In general, the predicate lifting associated
with an interval (q, q$) ( [0, 1] maps a set # ( X to the set of probability
distributions over X that assign a probability between q and q$ to the set #.

A generic description of the logic of all predicate liftings

Using the perspective of predicate liftings given by the Yoneda Lemma we can
present the signature of all (finitary) predicate liftings by

%T =
,

n<$

PT P(n)& (")n.

Consequently, we obtain a coalgebraic modal logic (L̄T , 1̄T ) on any category of
power set algebras (Definition 3.2.18). More specifically, recall that L̄T = F%T U ,
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and the semantics 1̄T : L̄T P "# PT is given by the coproduct of the transposes
of the predicate liftings. However, this logic is far from complete. It was noted
in [75, 76] that using the finitely presentability of BA, i.e. that every Boolean
Algebra is the colimit of finite Boolean Algebras, we can present a complete logic
of predicate lifting. In fact the construction works for any category of power set
algebras. This section requires some fitness in category theory.

We now introduce the construction in [76] formally.
Let A be a category of power set algebras. Recall that every algebra in A is

the colimit of its canonical diagram (Definition 2.3.8). In particular, for each set
X, the algebra P (X) can be presented as the colimit of its canonical diagram.
More explicitly, P (X) is the colimit of all maps (ci : F (ni) "# P (X)), where i
ranges over valuations {n "# UP (X) | n < )}, ni denotes the domain of i and
ci : F (ni) "# P (X) is the transpose of i.

Definition 3.3.13. Let A be a category with power set algebras, and let T be
a Set-endofunctor. Let S : A "# Setop be the left adjoint of P : Setop "# A
(Proposition 3.2.24), i.e. S(A) = A(A,P (1).

The logic (LT , 1T ), over A, is defined as follows:
The functor LT : A "# A is defined on finitely generated free algebras as

LT (F (n)) = PT P(n)

and extended to arbitrary A $ A via colimits (Definition 2.3.12).
The semantics (1T )X : LT P (X) "# PT (X) is the unique arrow making the

following diagram

LT F (ni) PT P(ni)!
id

LT P (X) PT (X)!(1T )X

$
LT (ci)

$
PT (9ci)

(3.20)

commute for each i : ni "# UP (X); where 9ci comes from applying the sequence of
isomorphisms A(F (ni), P (X)) '= Set(ni, UPX) '= Set(ni,P(X)) '= Set(X,P(ni))
to ci, i.e. the transpose of i.

We now explain the construction above in more detail. We first describe
ULT (A), i.e. the carrier of LT (A), more concretely. The key point is that ULT (A)
is the colimit of a directed diagram hence we can use the description of directed
colimits in Set (Proposition A.0.6) to compute it. We now elaborate on this.

For any algebra A $ A the canonical diagram is a directed diagram (Propo-
sition 2.3.9). Therefore, LT (A) is also the colimit of a directed diagram, more

precisely, it is the colimit of the diagram

1
LT F (ni)

LT (fj
i )""""# LTF (mj)

2
. Since A
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is a (finitary) variety the forgetful functor U : A "# Set preserves this colimit
(Proposition 2.3.9). This means that ULT (A) is the colimit of the directed diagram1
ULT F (ni)

ULT (fj
i )"""""# ULTF (mj)

2
.

Now we can use Proposition A.0.6 to describe ULT (A). Since ULT F (n) =
UPT P(n) = PT P(n) we have that ULT (A) is (isomorphic) to the quotient of-

n<$ PT P(n) modulo the the following relation:
0i $ PT P(ni) and 0j $ PT P(mj) are equivalent if there exists valuations

ci : F (ni) "# A and cj : F (mj) "# A such that

ULT (ci)(0i) = ULT (cj)(0j). (3.21)

This finishes the description of ULT (A).

Now we describe the action of 1T . From the above characterization we have
that each element of ULT P (X) is of the form ULT (c")(0) for some c" : F (n")
"# P (X) and some 0 $ PT P(n"); we use # for the index because it corresponds
to a list of subsets # : n "# UP (X) = P(X). Let us write 0(#) for ULT (c")(0).
From Diagram 5.6 we have

(1T )X(0(#)) = PT (9c")(0).

Now recall, from Definition 3.3.13, that 9c" was obtained by applying the fol-
lowing chain of isomorphisms A(F (ni), P (X)) '= Set(ni, UPX) '= Set(ni,QX) '=
Set(X,P(ni)) to c" : F (n") "# P (X). In this particular case we have that

X
"c#=&#"""""""# P(n"), where /" is the exponential transpose of # : n" "# P(X).

Gathering all this we have

(1T )X(0(#)) = PT (9c")(0) (Diagram 5.6)

= PT (/")(0) (9c" = /")

= {t $ T (X) | T (/")(t) $ 0} (Definition of P )

Which is precisely the description of the predicate lifting associated with 0 (Equa-
tion (3.19)).

An important point to notice in this construction is that the logic is (LT , 1T )
is a quotient of the logic of all predicate liftings, i.e. (L̄T , 1̄T ). More explicitely,
(LT , 1T ) is the quotient of (L̄T , 1̄T ) via the equivalence relation described in
Equation 3.21. In the case of BA this logic is sound and complete.

Proposition 3.3.14 ([76]). The logic (LT , 1T ), over BA, is sound and complete.

We refer the reader to [76] for a detailed proof.




